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Nature Observatory of Amazonia
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Sketch View Realations

The intervention in the complex and sensible ecosystem of
the Amazonian rainforest should be as low as possible and
simultaneously create the necessary structures for such an
research center without sealing the ground surface, felling
trees or interfering with the habitats of the Amazonian
species. Furthermore, through the climate situation there are
a few requirements to the structural measures. The building
needs to be flood-protected and naturally ventilated to be
satisfactory with the hot and humid climate situation.

It seemed to us that the best possibility to solve these tasks is
to pick up the typologies of flora and fauna in the Amazon
basin and translate these with local, fast-grown materials.

The access of the „sleeping nests“ is also provided by the hanging bridge. The motive to he hanging
nests is referring to the local oropendola bird. The „sleeping nests“ is build in bamboo and covered
in reed mats. The hole in the front brings you in an lobby area which continues through a ladder to
the sleeping floor with included, insect-proof hammocks.

The complex is divided in two components: the
research center and „sleeping nests“ which spread
out through the whole areal.
The research station is referring to the motive of
the mangrove-roots. The open, bamboo-made
structure allows the surrounding trees to grow
without any interference and as well to unify it with
the building. The basic structure contains the
bamboo-made levels that are partly covered with
canvas and are used for research as well as eco-
tourism. These levels are in a strong dialogue which
reveals a certain transparency between the
researcher and the visitors. This effect is underlined
by the spirally-formed access of the hanging bridges.
The complex is the center for boat trips, tours to
the nearby birdwatching platforms and night walks
which are guided by researchers and brings the
visitor closer to our sensible ecosystem.


